The incorporation of a dividend yield in the classical option pricing model of BlackScholes results in a minor modification of the Black-Scholes formula, since the lognormal dynamic of the underlying asset is preserved. However, market makers prefer to work with cash dividends with fixed value instead of a dividend yield. Since there is no closed-form solution for the price of a European Call in this case, many methods have been proposed in the literature to approximate it. Here, we present a new approach. We derive an exact analytic formula for the sensitivity to dividends of an European option. We use this result to elaborate a proxy which possesses the same Taylor expansion around 0 with respect to the dividends as the exact price. The obtained approximation is very fast to compute (the same complexity than the usual Black-Scholes formula) and numerical tests show the extreme accuracy of the method for all practical cases.
Introduction
In the classical Black-Scholes framework, we can find in the literature three main ways of inserting cash dividends into the model 1 :
1. Escrowed model. Assume that the asset price minus the present value of all dividends to be paid before the maturity of the option follows a Geometric Brownian Motion.
2. Forward model. Assume that the asset price plus the forward value of all dividends from past dividend dates to today, follows a Geometric Brownian Motion.
3. Piecewise lognormal model. Assume that the asset price shows a jump downward at each dividend date (equal to the cash dividend payment at that date) and follows a Geometric Brownian Motion between those dates.
Although the first two models lead to a closed-form solution, they are not satisfactory. Indeed, the option price obtained in these models is not continuous at dividend dates. Moreover, if one considers two options with different maturities T 1 < T 2 , the first two models lead to different asset price process dynamics for t ≤ T 1 , since the dividends paid between T 1 and T 2 are taken into account in one case but not in the other.
Therefore, it is the piecewise lognormal model which is prefered from a theoritical point of view. This paper is dedicated to find a robust pricing proxy for this model. We consider an underlying following a Black-Scholes dynamic between dividend detachement dates and paying cash dividends at discrete times 0 < T 1 < . . . < T n < T , i.e. :
• for T i ≤ t < T i+1 : dS t = rS t dt + σS t dW t ,
• at time
where r is the interest rate, assumed constant, W is a standard Brownian motion and D i is the dividend policy defined by :
The cash amounts C 1 , . . . , C n are known at the initial date 0 and each C i represents the dividend cash amount eventually paid at time T i . The dividend policy D i is a liquidator policy as the stock price is absorbed at zero at time T i if S T i < C i . Consequently, the stock price remains positive. Note that as a practical matter, for most applications, the definition of D i (S) when S ≤ C i has negligible financial effects 2 , as the probability that a stock price drops below a declared dividend at a fixed time is typically small. It just ensures the positivity of the price.
In this paper, we are interested in computing the fair price of the European Call Call(S 0 , K) with strike K and maturity T . Since there is no closed-formula, one should recover the price via PDE methods using a finite difference scheme, with boundary conditions at each T i ensuring the continuity of the price of the Call. This procedure can be time-consuming if one considers a maturity T = 20 years and an underlying paying as much as one dividend a week. Therefore, when computation speed is at stake, one would prefer a fast and accurate proxy for the price.
We review in the following section three of the existing methods in the literature and discuss their limitations.
Existing Methods

1.
Method of moments matching. We approximate the stock price process S by a processS with a shifted log-normal dynamic under the risk-neutral pricing measure :
The three parameters λ, M and σ ′ are calibrated so that the first three moments of S T match the first three moments of S T . This method reduces to the pricing of a European Call on a modified underlyingS, which can be done using the usual BlackScholes formula. This proxy does not work well if the stock pays dividends frequently, the maturity is greater than 5 years or the option is deep in-the-money.
2. In [1] , Bos and Vandermark define a mixture of the Escrowed and Forward models, using linear pertubations of first order. They derive a proxy resulting in spot/strike adjustment :
where Call BS is the usual Black-Scholes function and:
This proxy works better for at-the-money options and small maturities but results in serious mis-pricing for in-and out-of-the-money options and large maturities.
3. In [2] , Bos, Gairat and Shepeleva derive a more accurate proxy than the previous one by considering a volatility adjustment :
with S * given by (1):
where N (x) is the normal distribution function and:
This proxy will be a good benchmark to test the accuracy of our method presented in the following section.
3 The method
Motivations and notations
Consider Call(S 0 , K) as a function of the dividends C 1 , . . . , C n :
Although there is no closed-form formula for Call(C 1 , . . . , C n ), we prove in annex A that we can still compute explicitely its sensitivities to dividends at the origin. More precisely, we have for all k ∈ N and 1 ≤ i 1 , . . . , i k ≤ n:
(3) We use this result to derive an accurate approximation of Call(C 1 , . . . , C n ). Before explaining our method, we need first to introduce some notations. For all functions f of n variables x 1 , . . . , x n and ∀α ∈ N, we note T α f the α th order Taylor series at 0 of f :
We introduce the space A α of functions having the same α th Taylor series at 0 as the function Call(C 1 , . . . , C n ):
The order α quantifies how near is f (C 1 , . . . , C n ) from Call(C 1 , . . . , C n ) when the dividends are small. This precision increase with α. Functions f in A α are naturally good candidates to approximate Call. However, the difference Call(C 1 , . . . , C n ) − f (C 1 , . . . , C n ) can be quite big if the dividends are not small enough. For instance, for α = 2 and 3, we test the accuracy of the natural choice consisting of taking
Figure 3.1 shows the relative error of the price of a European Call when using this approximation. We assume that the stock pays a fixed dividend C every year and we analyse how the relative error varies when we increase C. We can see that both the second and third order Taylor series give accurate results when the dividends are small but when the dividends increase, they both lead to serious mis-pricing. Figure 1: Relative Error using the Taylor series for approximation. Numerical parameters: S 0 = 100, K = 100, r = 3%, σ = 30%, T = 10y.
Therefore, the approximations T α Call, α = 2, 3, are not satisfying. Thus, one need to find for α ≥ 2, a function Proxy ∈ A α , different from T α Call, which gives an accurate approximation of Call for all practical values of C 1 , . . . , C n (not necessarily very small). We explain in the next subsection how we determine Proxy ∈ A α .
Spot/Strike adjustment
Like Bos and Vandermark in [1] , we search our function Proxy under the form:
with:
The reason why we perform a spot/strike adjustment is that it allows to recover the exact price when the dividends are paid spot or at maturity. The coefficients a i 1 ,...,i k and b i 1 ,...,i k are calculated recursively. They are entirely determined by the two following conditions:
1.
Gocsei-Sahel2. We impose our proxy to satisfy the Call-Put parity 3 :
i.e.
Let's detail the calculus:
• Computation of a i and b i : the equality
where :
The differentiation of (8) writes:
Solving the linear system (9)-(10) gives:
• Computation of a i,j and b i,j : the equality
(0) and two succesive differentiations in (8) give the following linear system:
where:
After some direct computations, we obtain:
The right term in equation (7) is not rigorously exact since
Cie −rT i , but the two quantities are very close.
with: 
We have presented a simple and general method to derive a function Proxy in A α for any α ∈ N. As for the order α that we choose effectively for our tests, the second order computation is a good choice for performance and accuracy. Before presenting the numerical results, we recall some desirable properties of our second order proxy (4):
1. fast computation, even when one considers a large number n of dividends.
2. recovery of exact price when all dividends are paid spot or at maturity.
3. arbitrage free with the Call-Put parity. 4 . guarantee of the continuity of the Call price at dividend detachement dates.
5. accuracy for all practical configurations, even for the extreme cases (deep in-themoney-option with large maturity and high frequency of dividends) for which the already existing methods of the financial literature might lead to serious mis-pricing.
Numerical tests 4.1 Test on an underlying paying dividends with low frequency
We test the accuracy of our proxy on a stock with the following parameters: S 0 = 100, r = 3%, σ = 30%. We suppose that the stock pays a dividend of 3 in the middle of every year. We compute the Call price with strike K ∈ {50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 175, 200} and maturity T ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20} using four methods:
1. the finite difference method, 
Test on an underlying paying dividends with high frequency
We now check the accuracy of our proxy on an underlying paying dividends every week. This situation occurs when considering an index like S&P 500 or Eurostox 50. We take the following parameters: S 0 = 3000, r = 3%, σ = 30%. We suppose that the stock pays a dividend of 2 every week. We compute the Call price with strike K such as K/S 0 ∈ {0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2} and maturity T ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20}. 
Conclusion
We have presented a new approach to deal with cash dividends in equity option pricing in a piecewise lognormal model for the underlying. Our method relies on the derivation of an analytic formula for the sensitivity to dividends of a European option. We obtain a closed-form formula for a European Call which gives both very accurate results for all practical cases.
A Computation of the dividend sensitivities
Consider a European option of maturity T with payoff h(S T ), with S the stock price following the piecewise lognormal dynamic presented in the introduction. We note its fair price at time 0 Π(S 0 , T, C 1 , . . . , C n )
We denote:
the fair price of the option if S does not pay dividends. The partial derivatives
are related to the usual Black-Scholes greeks by the following formula:
Proposition A.1 For k ∈ N and 1 ≤ i 1 ≤ . . . ≤ i k ≤ n, we have:
Follows a proof of this formula.
A.1 First step: a recursive formula
We introduce some notations:
• We define the natural filtration (F t ) t≥0 associated with the brownian motion W . We suppose the filtration right continuous.
• We define for all 0 ≤ t 1 ≤ t 2 :
• We denote φ(S 0 , S, t) the log-normal density associated with the variable S 0 X 0→t
• We define the functions of n + 1 variables (h i ) 0≤i≤n such as:
For the sake of simplicity, when there is no confusion, we will simply denote h i (S) instead of h i (S, C 1 , . . . , C n ). Note that we have Π(S 0 , T, C 1 , . . . , C n ) = h 0 (S 0 ). We can compute the functions h i recursively beginning with h n : h n (S) = Π BS (S, T − T n ), and by conditioning, ∀i ≤ n − 1:
Now, we show how these relations allow us to compute recursively the partial derivatives:
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, k ∈ N * and 1 ≤ i 1 ≤ . . . ≤ i k ≤ n. First, note that a direct application of the theorem of differentiation under the integral sign in the relation (13) proves that the functions h i , 0 ≤ i ≤ n are infinitely differentiable. Then, using the markov property of the log-normal densities:
we obtain: 
This relation will be very useful for a recursive proof of proposition A.1 since it reduces by one the number of differentiations with respect to the dividends.
A.2 Second step: a martingale argument
The proof of proposition A.1 relies heavily on this simple but crucial lemma:
Lemma A.2 Consider a process following a Black-Scholes dynamic S t = S 0 e (r−σ 2 /2)t+σWt , 0 ≤ t ≤ T . Then, for all integer k ≥ 0 and for all real number a ≥ 0, the process:
S t e kσ 2 (t−a) , T − t e (k−1)(r+kσ 2 /2)t is a martingale.
The following corollary is easy to derive.
